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ANNOUNCEMENT
Explorations in Economic Research
The National Bureau of Economic Research launched a newjournal I.his summer
entitled, Explorations ill Economic Research. Designed to expedite publication
and increase the exposure of research findings generated within the NBER's
broad research program, EER provides a focal point for publication of re~earch
papers in such areas as economic growth; business cycles, including studies of
inflation and inflationary expectations; industrial organization and location;
transportation and regional development; corporate and public finance; human
capital; housing; and natural resources and environmental concerns. While on
occasion, all or a large portion ofan issue may be focllsed on a particular subject
area, in general the opportunity to assemble special issues will be relinquished
in order to reduce delays between the completion and publication of research
results.
In addition to major articles EER also features a summary ofthe ASA-NBER
Business Outlook Survey. Reieasedjointly by the American Statistical Association
and the National Bureau of Economic Research on a quarterly basis since
December 1968, the survey is designed to record forecasts for one to five quarters
ahead. Participants constitute a panel of economists and economic statisticians
who are members of the Business and Economics Statistics section of the ASA.
They are asked to forecast short-term economic change using eleven major
variables. The forecasts are collected and tabulated and a brief analysis with a
set of summary tables is prepared by the National Bureau's staff. The reader is
thus offered a systematic, analytical record ofshort-term economic forecasts.
Commencing with Volume 2, Number 1 (Winter 1975), EER will be pub-
lished quarterly in Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall. Subscriptions ar~ $15.00
per year (S16.00 outside USA). For further information contact:
Ms. Leslie Music
Subscriptions Department
National Bureau of Economic Research
261 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
The Eighth Annual Computer Science and Statistics:
A Symposium on the Interface (February 13-14, 1975 at UCLA)
Under the joint sponsorship of the Southern California chapter American
Statistical Association, the Statistical Computing Section of the American
Statistical Association, and the Los Angeles chapters of Association for Com-
puting Machinery and ACM Sigmetrics, this meeting provides a forum for
persons interested in the interrelationship between computer science and statistics
and encourages continuing dialogue among those working in these fields.
Professor Edwin Kuh of MIT, Director of National Bureau of Economic
Research Project on Economics, Statistics and Computer Science at Cambridge,
701Massachusetts, will deliver the keynote address, Seven in-depth concurrent
workshops covering vital areas will be held during the two-d"y meeting. Ch"ir-
men of the workshops are: Donald Guthri\? UCLA "Interactive Statistical
Computingand Computer Networks"; Richard L. Anderson and D. Dal Kratzer,
Uniul!rsity ofKelllllcky-"Standards for User Evaluation ofStatistIcal Software";
William 1. Kennedy, 10ll'a Stale Unil'ersit)'-~"Numerical Algorithms"; Leon
Stucki, McDonnell Douglas ('orp.-·'Statistical Approaches for Programmers to
Application Software Validation"; Michael Tarter, U.C.-Berkeley--"Model-
free Data Exploration and Pattern Recognition"; Marshall Polsley, .leI Pro-
pulsion Laboratory-"OperatingSystems Measurement and Evaluation"; Martin
B. Wilk, American Telephone & Telegraph and Elizabeth S. King, Pacific Tele-
phone & Telegraph-'Application of Statistical Programs to Business and
Economics" .
James W. Frane of the Health Science Computing Facility at UCLA is
General Chairman ofthe Symposium. Contributed papers should be directed to
the appropriateworkshop chairman. Requests for program and registration forms
should be made to Avis Williams, Department of Biomathematics, University of
California, Los Angeles, California 90024. Registration commences Wednesday
evening, February 12, 1975. at the Holiday Inn, Wilshire-Westwood.
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